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Code No:55599                          Set No. 1 
  JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

III B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, September– 2014 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Which among the following is a water born disease       [ ] 

A) Small pox           B) Influenza        C) Cholera            D) Malaria 
 
2. WHO (world health organization) set up the guidelines for the drinking water quality in the year  
             [ ]  

A) 1948              B) 2008              C) 1953              D) 1968  
 
3. Which of the following element infection in water  causes the bone and teeth deformities   [ ] 

A) Na                   B)  No2                  C) F                     D)  S 
 
4. Mercury contamination in the water causes        [ ] 

A) In children delayed walking and talking    B)  Causes infertility in women  
C)  Memory loss     D)  All of the above 

 
5. The purpose of aqueducts is          [ ] 

A) To protect river channels   B) To store water  
C)  To move water from one place to other    D)  To create wells  

 
6. In order to disinfect a sedimentation basin measuring 20ft in width,60ft in length  and is often10ft deep, to 

obtain 50 ppm would require how many lbs of 6% available HTH     [ ] 
A) 5.0 lbs              B)   57.6 lbs              C) 37.4 lbs      D) 41.3 lbs            

 
7. What it is called when mixed liquor never settles properly and remains either suspended or rising in the 

secondary clarifier?          [ ] 
A) Sludge blanket      B) Rising sludge    C) Bulking sludge    D) Nitrification   

 
8. Which of the following is Not true about water layout standards      [ ] 

A) Hydrants must be placed at high  points in the water main profile 
B) Maximum spacing between main line valve is  60 mts 
C) Water mains must be with 2.5 m ground cover with 150mm diameter minimum 
D) Minimum 2 valves at every water main tee,3 valves at every water main cross 

 
9. The following are characteristics of confined aquifers      [ ] 

I)         They are polluted more easily than unconfined aquifers        
II) They are recharged directly overhead from waters falling at the surface 
III) They are surrounded by layers of impermeable rock 
IV) They may contain water that is 10-20,000 years old                                                           
A)  III only             B) I  II  III and IV      C) III and  IV only    D)  I and III only 
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10. Aerated grit chambers usually utilize what type of aeration system    [ ] 

A) Diffused    B)Mechanical  C) Transverse  D) Low speed mixer 
 
                                          
II  Fill in the blanks: 

11. The limit of chloride should be added to water supplies is  ------------------ 
 

12. Commercial average daily water demand (ADD)  is ---------------------- L/ha/day 
 

13. ------------------- is the amount of water leaving the settling tank per linear foot of weir  
 

14. Difference between a filtered (0.45 microns) BOD sample and a non filtered BOD ample is known as  ------
---------------------- 
 

15. A numerical indicator of the settling rate of MLSS defined as the volume of sludge in ml occupied by one 
gram of mixed liquor is known as ------------------------------ 
 

16. Sedimentation basins have -------------------- zones    
 

17. What does the acronym EPA stands for  ------------------- 
 

18. The size of  the slow sand filters is -------------------- 
 

19. The two types of  removal mechanisms for gravity filters  are -------------- and ------------- 
 
20. ----------------- is the number of gallons of waste water passing over one square foot of tank per day 
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  JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

III B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, September– 2014 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Mercury contamination in the water causes        [ ] 

A) In children delayed walking and talking    B)  Causes infertility in women  
C)  Memory loss     D)  All of the above 

 
2. The purpose of aqueducts is          [ ] 

A) To protect river channels   B) To store water  
C)  To move water from one place to other    D)  To create wells  

 
3. In order to disinfect a sedimentation basin measuring 20ft in width,60ft in length  and is often10ft deep, to 

obtain 50 ppm would require how many lbs of 6% available HTH     [ ] 
A) 5.0 lbs              B)   57.6 lbs              C) 37.4 lbs      D) 41.3 lbs            

 
4 What it is called when mixed liquor never settles properly and remains either suspended or rising in the 

secondary clarifier?          [ ] 
A) Sludge blanket      B) Rising sludge    C) Bulking sludge    D) Nitrification   

 
5. Which of the following is Not true about water layout standards      [ ] 

A) Hydrants must be placed at high  points in the water main profile 
B) Maximum spacing between main line valve is  60 mts 
C) Water mains must be with 2.5 m ground cover with 150mm diameter minimum 
D) Minimum 2 valves at every water main tee,3 valves at every water main cross 

 
6. The following are characteristics of confined aquifers      [ ] 

I)         They are polluted more easily than unconfined aquifers        
V) They are recharged directly overhead from waters falling at the surface 
VI) They are surrounded by layers of impermeable rock 
VII) They may contain water that is 10-20,000 years old                                                           
A)  III only             B) I  II  III and IV      C) III and  IV only    D)  I and III only 

 
7. Aerated grit chambers usually utilize what type f aeration system     [ ] 

A) Diffused    B)Mechanical  C) Transverse  D) Low speed mixer 
 
8. Which among the following is a water born disease       [ ] 

A) Small pox           B) Influenza        C) Cholera            D) Malaria 
 
9. WHO (world health organization) set up the guidelines for the drinking water quality in the year  
             [ ]  

A) 1948              B) 2008              C) 1953              D) 1968  
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10. Which of the following element infection in water  causes the bone and teeth deformities   [ ] 

A) Na                   B)  No2                  C) F                     D)  S 
 
                                        
II  Fill in the blanks: 

11. Difference between a filtered (0.45 microns) BOD sample and a non filtered BOD ample is known as  ------
---------------------- 
 

12. A numerical indicator of the settling rate of MLSS defined as the volume of sludge in ml occupied by one 
gram of mixed liquor is known as ------------------------------ 
 

13. Sedimentation basins have -------------------- zones    
 

14. What does the acronym EPA stands for  ------------------- 
 

15. The size of  the slow sand filters is -------------------- 
 

16. The two types of  removal mechanisms for gravity filters  are -------------- and ------------- 
 
17. ----------------- is the number of gallons of waste water passing over one square foot of tank per day 
 
 
18. The limit of chloride should be added to water supplies is  ------------------ 

 
19. Commercial average daily water demand (ADD)  is ---------------------- L/ha/day 

 
20. ------------------- is the amount of water leaving the settling tank per linear foot of weir  
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  JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

III B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, September– 2014 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. In order to disinfect a sedimentation basin measuring 20ft in width,60ft in length  and is often10ft deep, to 

obtain 50 ppm would require how many lbs of 6% available HTH     [ ] 
A) 5.0 lbs              B)   57.6 lbs              C) 37.4 lbs      D) 41.3 lbs            

 
2. What it is called when mixed liquor never settles properly and remains either suspended or rising in the 

secondary clarifier?          [ ] 
A) Sludge blanket      B) Rising sludge    C) Bulking sludge    D) Nitrification   

 
3. Which of the following is Not true about water layout standards      [ ] 

A) Hydrants must be placed at high  points in the water main profile 
B) Maximum spacing between main line valve is  60 mts 
C) Water mains must be with 2.5 m ground cover with 150mm diameter minimum 
D) Minimum 2 valves at every water main tee,3 valves at every water main cross 

 
4. The following are characteristics of confined aquifers      [ ] 

I)         They are polluted more easily than unconfined aquifers        
II)      They are recharged directly overhead from waters falling at the surface 
III) They are surrounded by layers of impermeable rock 
IV)  They may contain water that is 10-20,000 years old                                                           
A)  III only             B) I  II  III and IV      C) III and  IV only    D)  I and III only 

 
5. Aerated grit chambers usually utilize what type f aeration system     [ ] 

A) Diffused    B)Mechanical  C) Transverse  D) Low speed mixer 
 
 6. Which among the following is a water born disease       [ ] 

A) Small pox           B) Influenza        C) Cholera            D) Malaria 
 
7. WHO (world health organization) set up the guidelines for the drinking water quality in the year  
             [ ]  

A) 1948              B) 2008              C) 1953              D) 1968  
 
8. Which of the following element infection in water  causes the bone and teeth deformities   [ ] 

A) Na                   B)  No2                  C) F                     D)  S 
 
9. Mercury contamination in the water causes        [ ] 

A)In children delayed walking and talking    B)  Causes infertility in women  
C)  Memory loss     D)  All of the above 
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10. The purpose of aqueducts is          [ ] 

A) To protect river channels   B) To store water  
C)  To move water from one place to other    D)  To create wells  

                                       
II  Fill in the blanks: 

11. Sedimentation basins have -------------------- zones    
 

12. What does the acronym EPA stands for  ------------------- 
 

13. The size of  the slow sand filters is -------------------- 
 

14. The two types of  removal mechanisms for gravity filters  are -------------- and ------------- 
 
15. ----------------- is the number of gallons of waste water passing over one square foot of tank per day 
 
16. The limit of chloride should be added to water supplies is  ------------------ 

 
17. Commercial average daily water demand (ADD)  is ---------------------- L/ha/day 

 
18. ------------------- is the amount of water leaving the settling tank per linear foot of weir  

 
19. Difference between a filtered (0.45 microns) BOD sample and a non filtered BOD ample is known as  ------

---------------------- 
 

20. A numerical indicator of the settling rate of MLSS defined as the volume of sludge in ml occupied by one 
gram of mixed liquor is known as ------------------------------ 
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  JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

III B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, September– 2014 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Which of the following is Not true about water layout standards      [ ] 

A) Hydrants must be placed at high  points in the water main profile 
B) Maximum spacing between main line valve is  60 mts 
C) Water mains must be with 2.5 m ground cover with 150mm diameter minimum 
D) Minimum 2 valves at every water main tee,3 valves at every water main cross 

 
2. The following are characteristics of confined aquifers      [ ] 

I)         They are polluted more easily than unconfined aquifers        
II) They are recharged directly overhead from waters falling at the surface 
III) They are surrounded by layers of impermeable rock 
IV) They may contain water that is 10-20,000 years old                                                           
A)  III only             B) I  II  III and IV      C) III and  IV only    D)  I and III only 

 
3. Aerated grit chambers usually utilize what type f aeration system     [ ] 

A) Diffused    B)Mechanical  C) Transverse  D) Low speed mixer 
 
4. Which among the following is a water born disease       [ ] 

A) Small pox           B) Influenza        C) Cholera            D) Malaria 
 
5. WHO (world health organization) set up the guidelines for the drinking water quality in the year  
             [ ]  

A) 1948              B) 2008              C) 1953              D) 1968  
 
6. Which of the following element infection in water  causes the bone and teeth deformities   [ ] 

A) Na                   B)  No2                  C) F                     D)  S 
 
7. Mercury contamination in the water causes        [ ] 

A) In children delayed walking and talking    B)  Causes infertility in women  
C)  Memory loss     D)  All of the above 

 
8. The purpose of aqueducts is          [ ] 

A) To protect river channels   B) To store water  
C)  To move water from one place to other    D)  To create wells  

 
9. In order to disinfect a sedimentation basin measuring 20ft in width,60ft in length  and is often10ft deep, to 

obtain 50 ppm would require how many lbs of 6% available HTH     [ ] 
A) 5.0 lbs              B)   57.6 lbs              C) 37.4 lbs      D) 41.3 lbs            
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10. What it is called when mixed liquor never settles properly and remains either suspended or rising in the 

secondary clarifier?          [ ] 
A) Sludge blanket      B) Rising sludge    C) Bulking sludge    D) Nitrification   

                                       
II  Fill in the blanks: 

11. The size of  the slow sand filters is -------------------- 
 

12. The two types of  removal mechanisms for gravity filters  are -------------- and ------------- 
 
13. ----------------- is the number of gallons of waste water passing over one square foot of tank per day 
 
14. The limit of chloride should be added to water supplies is  ------------------ 

 
15. Commercial average daily water demand (ADD)  is ---------------------- L/ha/day 

 
16. ------------------- is the amount of water leaving the settling tank per linear foot of weir  

 
17. Difference between a filtered (0.45 microns) BOD sample and a non filtered BOD ample is known as  ------

---------------------- 
 

18. A numerical indicator of the settling rate of MLSS defined as the volume of sludge in ml occupied by one 
gram of mixed liquor is known as ------------------------------ 
 

19. Sedimentation basins have -------------------- zones    
 

20. What does the acronym EPA stands for  ------------------- 
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